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RECONSTRUCTION OF THE 2D HOLE GAS SPECTRUM FORSELECTIVELY DOPED p-Ge/Ge1�xSix HETEROSTRUCTURESYu. G. Arapov, G. I. Harus, V. N. Neverov, N. G. Shelushinina, M. V. Yakunin *Institute of Metal Physis RASGSP-170, 620219, Ekaterinburg, RussiaO. A. KuznetsovSienti�-Researh Institute at Nizhnii Novgorod State University, RussiaSubmitted 22 July 2002The magneti �eld (0 � B � 32 T) and temperature (0:1 � T � 15 K) dependenes of longitudinaland Hall resistivities have been investigated for p-Ge0:93Si0:07/Ge multilayers with di�erent Ge layer widths12 nm� dw � 20 nm and hole densities ps = (1�5) �1015 m�2. An extremely high sensitivity of the experimen-tal data (the struture of magnetoresistane traes, relative values of the inter-Landau-level gaps dedued fromthe ativation magnetotransport, et.) to the quantum well pro�le is revealed in the ases where the Fermi levelreahes the seond on�nement subband. An unusually high density of loalized states between the Landaulevels is dedued from the data. Two models for the long-range random impurity potential (the model withrandomly distributed harged enters loated outside the onduting layer and the model of the system with aspaer) are used to evaluate the impurity potential �utuation harateristis: the random potential amplitude,the nonlinear sreening length in the viinity of integer �lling fators � = 1 and � = 2, and the bakgrounddensity of states (DOS). The desribed models are suitable for explanation of the observed DOS values, whilethe short-range impurity potential models fail. For half-integer �lling fators, the linear temperature dependeneof the e�etive quantum Hall e�et plateau�plateau (PP) transition widths �0(T ) is observed, ontrary to theexpeted saling behavior of the systems with short-range disorder. The �nite T ! 0 width of the PP transi-tions may be due to an e�etive low-temperature sreening of a smooth random potential due to the Coulombrepulsion of eletrons.PACS: 73.43.-f 1. INTRODUCTIONThe p-type modulation-doped heterostrutures onthe basis of Si, Ge, and their alloys are of interestin devie physis, in view of Si-based hip tehnologyfor fabriation of high-performane transistors, intra-hip optial interonnets, and possible appliations in�ber-opti teleommuniations. Many quantum physi-al aspets ould be foreseen in investigations of thisheterosystem beause of spei� features of the valeneband struture, whih might be varied dramatially bythe extent of the hole on�nement and uniaxial stressarising from the lattie mismath. Beause the bando�set in the Ge-Si heterosystem is almost entirely lo-ated in the valene band, the on�nement of eletrons*E-mail: yakunin�imp.uran.ru

is hardly ahievable and 2D ondutane is mainly dueto holes.Until presently, the researh has mostly beenperformed on the Si-side ompounds, like theSi/Si1�xGex/Si quantum well (QW), to be bestompatible with the Si substrate [1℄. In this ase, thehole ondutivity is via the Si�Ge alloy. In this paper,we present the results obtained on a high-qualitytwo-dimensional hole gas (2DHG) realized in theheterosystems on the Ge side, in the p-Ge1�xSix/Geheterostrutures with a small amount of Si. In thisase, the 2DHG is on�ned not in an alloy with ran-domly distributed Ge and Si atoms within the rystallattie, but in a uniform Ge rystal layer, whih workstowards a derease of the number of imperfetions [2℄.Muh knowledge on the valene band properties137



Yu. G. Arapov, G. I. Harus, V. N. Neverov et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 123, âûï. 1, 2003an be obtained under onditions of its magneti �eldquantization, espeially in the ase where it is spa-tially quantized in addition. Some information on theintriate Landau level (LL) struture of the valeneband an be obtained from the quantum ylotron res-onane [2; 3℄. This experiment yields distanes betweenthe adjaent levels positioned in eah series on the op-posite sides of the Fermi level. Similar probing of theLL diagram within its ut by the Fermi level an berealized by means of the ativation magnetotransportanalysis under the quantum Hall regime. Distanes be-tween the adjaent LLs are then extrated irrespetiveof their lassi�ation in ertain series beause there areno restritions due to optial seletion rules. Moreover,a detailed srutiny of the states distributed between theadjaent LLs an be ahieved from sanning them bythe Fermi level in experiments of this kind.The analysis of temperature dependene of the Halland longitudinal magnetoresistivity both in the plateauand in the plateau�plateau transition regions allows ex-trating suh eletron spetrum parameters as the en-ergy separation between adjaent LLs, the relative fra-tions of loalized and extended states, the density of lo-alized states, and the width of extended state bands.Experimental reonstrution of the energy spetrum isspeially important for p-type systems with a omplexvalene band spetrum, in whih the LL piture is notdetermined by only the ylotron energy with a givene�etive mass as for the n-type system with a simpleparaboli ondution band.2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUEA series of multilayered p-Ge1�xSix/Ge (x � 0:07)heterostrutures di�ering in the Ge layer width in therange dw = 12�20 nm and the hole density per singleGe layer ps = (1�5) � 1015 m�2 were grown by hydridevapor deposition on the Ge(111) substrate. The un-doped Ge bu�er was grown �rst, followed by the un-doped Ge1�ySiy bu�er and then by several undopedGe1�xSix/Ge periods and a ertain number of peri-ods with Ge1�xSix barriers doped symmetrially withboron in their entral parts (having undoped spaersabout 1/4 the barrier width on both sides of the barri-ers): see the inset in Fig. 2 below. The relation betweenthe Si ontent in the bu�er (y) and in the multilayers(x) predetermines the distribution of mismath stressbetween the Ge and Ge1�xSix layers. The barriers aresu�iently wide to avoid the inter-Ge-layer tunneling.The low-temperature hole mobilities are in the range
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Fig. 1. Comparison of the alulated LL piture and theFermi level motion (b) with the experimental reord-ings (a) and dedued ativation energies () for sample1125a7. Mobility gaps are estimated from () as twiethe maximum Ea(B) values1�1.7 m2/V�s. The double ross Hall bridges were fab-riated by the photolithography and subsequent wetething tehnique and ontats attahed by the ther-moompression. Hall and longitudinal magnetoresis-tivities were measured on the d urrent in normal mag-neti �elds up to 12 T in the steady regime and up to32 T in � 10 ms pulses within the temperature range0.1 K� T � 15 K.138
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Fig. 2. Quantum Hall e�et in di�erent samples. Inset: a shemati valene band energy diagram of the samples studied3. GENERAL PICTURE OF LANDAU LEVELSDEDUCED FROM THE QUANTUM HALLEFFECT3.1. Manifestations of the seond subband in�xx(B) and �xy(B) experimental traesThe simplest situation ours for the narrowest Gelayers with the lowest hole densities. In this ase, theQW pro�le approahes a retangular shape and onlythe lowest on�nement subband is �lled with holes. Al-though the system of Landau levels in the valene bandis rather ompliated [4℄ due to heavy and light hole hy-bridization omplemented by the e�ets of on�nementand uniaxial stress (Fig. 1b), the experimental reord-ings of the longitudinal and Hall magnetoresistivities,�xx(B) and �xy(B), have a regular struture similarto that observed in a simple nondegenerate ondutionband (Fig. 1a). The �xy(B) traes ontain plateaux ofthe integer quantum Hall e�et (QHE) at fundamen-tal values �xy = h=ie2, with i an integer, onomitantwith minima in �xx(B), both kinds of peuliarities be-ing regularly spaed in the reiproal magneti �eld

Sample parametersSample �,m2/V�s ps,1015 m�2 dw,� nm psd2w1006 -1 1.4 4.9 12.5 0.771124 b3 1.0 2.8 20 (21.4) 1.281125 a7 1.7 2.8 20 (22) 1.361123 a6 1.4 3.4 20 (23.5) 1.881003 -2 1.5 4.8 22 2.32� In brakets, we present the orreted values obtained fromour analysis.and monotonously damped with dereasing the �eld.The peuliarities orrespond to i = 1; 2; 4; 6; : : : , i.e.,the even numbered QH peuliarities dominate at weak�elds. This is analogous to a simple ondutivity bandfor small Zeeman splitting.Magnetoresistivities of an entirely di�erent stru-ture were deteted for samples with wider Ge layers139
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1123112410060 0:25 0:50 0:75 1:01=� = B=B1Fig. 3. Longitudinal magnetoresistivity of the samplesshown in Fig. 2, saled versus the inverse �lling fatorand higher hole densities [5℄. In Figs. 2 and 3, the Halland longitudinal magnetoresistivities are depited forthe samples presented in the Table. For the longitudi-nal magnetoresistivity, the amplitudes of the traes arenormalized to the highest peak and in their positionsare normalized by saling them versus the inverse �ll-ing fator � = psh=eB. The ommon feature of these�ve samples is that in spite of di�erent QW widths andhole densities, their traes ontain plateaux in �xy(B)and onomitant �xx(B) minima for i = 1 and 2. Butthe strutures of these urves di�er signi�antly belowthe plateau with i = 2.For samples 1006, 1124, and 1125, the plateau withi = 4 omes next on the low-�eld side after the plateauwith i = 2 and the other even numbered plateaux dom-inate. For the other two samples, 1123 and 1003, theplateau with i = 3 omes next after the one with i = 2,the plateau with i = 4 is missed, and the odd numberedplateaux dominate. These features are even more pro-nouned in the �xx(B) urves (Fig. 3). To explain this,we have alulated the Ge valene band energy spe-tra quantized by both the magneti �eld and the on-�nement. The model of an in�nitely deep retangularwell was used [4℄. Examples of these alulations arepresented in Figs. 1b and 4. The behavior of the Fermilevel is presented for extremely sharp LLs and onstanttotal hole densities.The alulations show that in sample 1006, theFermi level moves within the ground on�nement sub-band. Its levels are grouped in pairs, similarly to theLL piture for the ondution band with a small spinsplitting. This is why the even-numbered peuliaritiesdominate here.
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Fig. 4. Radial hanges in the struture of QHE dueto involvement of the seond subbandWith lowering the magneti �eld, the Fermi levelapproahes the lowest LL of the seond subband (thelevel marked with ��� in Figs. 1b and 4). In samples1124 and 1125, it enters this LL, but this event does notlead to essential hanges in the experimental reordings(Figs. 1a, b ).The degree of the seond subband involvement in-reases with psd2w, and the samples in the Table aresorted in rows aording to this parameter. As followsfrom the alulations (Fig. 4), the value of psd2w � 1:9for sample 1123 is su�ient for the Fermi level to ratherdeeply penetrate the seond subband; as a result, a sin-gle step for i = 2 in the Fermi level motion betweenthe ground subband LLs is divided into two steps withi = 2 and i = 3. This is how the i = 3 peuliarity arisesin the experimental data.Another onsequene of the embedding the addi-tional level is that step number 4 for sample 1123 nolonger orresponds to the transition at the distane ofabout the ylotron energy between the orbitally splitspin ouples of the ground subband; instead, it orres-ponds either to the transition onto this additional levelor, if the embedded level is lower than the Fermi level,to the transition within the spin split ouples. In thelatter ase, the numbers of the observed peuliarities,i.e., the orresponding integer �lling fators, are merely140



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 123, âûï. 1, 2003 Reonstrution of the 2D hole gas spetrum : : :shifted one unit higher beause of an additional levelemerging below the Fermi level (hanging their num-bers from even to odd ones). In both ases, the energydistane for the i = 4 peuliarity an beome muhsmaller than the ylotron energy, leading to its disap-pearane. The ruial role of the seond on�nementsubband position relative to the Fermi level is there-fore evident. On the other hand, this position is verysensitive to the width and the shape of the QW, whihshould be re�eted in a high sensitivity of the stru-ture of experimental urves to diverse hanges in thesystem. Indeed, in sample 1003 with parameters notstrongly di�erent from those of sample 1123, a smallpeuliarity with i = 4 has been deteted. In the insetin Fig. 4, we show the evolution of magnetoresistivityof sample 1123 with a tilt of the magneti �eld from thenormal to the sample plane. The tilt introdues somehanges into the LL piture that revive the peuliaritywith i = 4, initially absent.3.2. Ativation magnetotransport in thequantum Hall mobility gapsIt is now ommonly aepted that the existene ofquantized plateaux in the �xy(B) dependenes withvanishing values of �xx is aused by the existene ofdisorder-indued mobility gaps in the DOS of a 2D sys-tem. When the Fermi level is settled down in the gap,the thermally ativated behavior of �xx (or �xx) is ob-served due to the exitation of eletrons to the narrowband of extended states (with a width ) near the mid-dle of a disorder-broadened LL.As a rule, it is assumed that the deloalized stateshave disrete energies E = EN separated by the (mo-bility) gap � � kBT , whih leads to the expression[6�9℄ �xx / exp�� EakBT � ; (1)where Ea = jEF �EN j. In the valene band of 2D Ge,a nonlinear dependene of LLs on the magneti �eldresults in that the strong inequality � � kBT is notvalid even at �elds as high as B � 10 T and a moregeneral expression must be used for the temperature-dependent ondutivity �xx(T ):�xx(T ) = Z �(E)�f(E)�E dE: (2)Here, f(E) is the Fermi�Dira distribution funtionand �(E) is a partial ondutivity at the energy E.For an extremely narrow band of deloalized states( � kBT ), Eq. (2) yields
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0:10 0:2 0:3 0:4 0:5 0:61=T; K�1Fig. 6. Ativation behavior of the ondutivity:B = 8 (4), 8:2 (�), 8:5 (O), 8:8 (N), 9:2 (Æ),11:2 T (�)�xx(T ) = �0 kBT �f(E)�E ����E=Ea ; (3)where �0 is of the order of the minimal metalli on-dutivity.In the strutures investigated, the magnetoresistiv-ity was measured (Fig. 5) and the thermally ativatedondutivity was found in the range T = (3�15) K for�xed values of B in the quantum Hall plateau regions,see Fig. 6. The solid urves orrespond to expression(3) with Ea and  as �tting parameters (�0 = 0:5e2=h).Deviations of the experimental points from the alu-lated urves for T < 3 K (onneted by lines as guidesto the eye in Fig. 6) are explained by variable range141



Yu. G. Arapov, G. I. Harus, V. N. Neverov et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 123, âûï. 1, 2003hopping among loalized states at EF , whih usuallydominates for su�iently low T .The ativation energy Ea is presented in Figs. 1and 7 as a funtion of B or the �lling fator � in theviinity of � = 1, 2, and 4 for two of the investigatedsamples. The ativation energy ahieves its maximumvalue Emaxa at integer values of �. The mobility gapwidth estimated as � = 2Emaxa is lose to the energyseparation � � jEN � EN 0 j between the adjaent LLswithin the unertainty of the order of . In a simpleparaboli band, the ativation energy for the integer�lling fator orresponds to half the ylotron energy,Emaxa � ~!=2 [8; 9℄. Beause of a pronouned sub-linearity in the B dependene of the valene band en-ergy levels (Figs. 1b and 4) and the interferene withthe seond subband levels, estimations of the ylotronenergy from the low-�eld Shubnikov�de Haas osilla-tions may strongly ontradit the inter-LL distanesobtained from the ativation analysis in high �elds.Thus, ~! should be about 10 meV at B = 10 T forsamples 1124 and 1125 with the value m = 0:1m0 ob-tained from osillations, while we have found � = (2:4�2.6) meV and � = (1:8�2.2) meV for � = 1 and 2,respetively, from the ativation ondutivity.Considering that the mobility gap orresponds tomost of the inter-LL distane, leaving just an in�nites-imal part for the stripe of deloalized states in themiddle of LLs, the values of mobility gaps thus ob-tained an be ompared with the alulated inter-LLdistanes. In omparison with a qualitative analysis ofthe struture of experimental magnetoresistivity traesdesribed in the preeding paragraph, the ativationanalysis yields a quantitative tool to probe inter-LLdistanes.An example of suh an analysis for sample 1125a7 ispresented in Fig. 1, where the steps in the Fermi levelmotion with the magneti �eld due to jumps betweenthe alulated LLs are juxtaposed with both the exper-imental reordings and the dedued ativation energies.While a pronouned step in EF (B) indiates only theexistene of QH peuliarities in �xx(B) and �xy(B), aquantitative analysis an be done on the basis of thededued ativation energies. Thus, we an note that ifthe entire proess were developed in the �rst subband,then the i = 2 mobility gap would be about 30% widerthan that for i = 1 (Fig. 1b). The ratio of the gapfor i = 2 to that for i = 1 is redued by �tting theobtained ativation energies when the seond on�ne-ment subband is onsidered. We ahieved the best o-inidene for sample 1125 by taking the Ge layer widthdw = 21:4 nm, slightly higher than the nominal value20.0 nm.
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Involvement of the seond subband o�ers a possi-bility to explain the di�erene between the ativationenergies in samples 1125 and 1124 with nominally sim-ilar parameters. For the latter sample, the ratio of themobility gap for i = 2 to the one for 1 is about a quar-ter lower than for the former (Fig. 7, lower part). Asseen from the quantized struture of the 2D Ge valeneband in the upper part of Fig. 7, the derease of themobility gap ratio in sample 1124 may be explained bysome lowering of the seond subband (dashed lines forLLs and Fermi energy in Fig. 7) due to an inrease ofthe Ge layer width. The neessary orretion to theGe layer width is small, from 21.4 to 22.0 nm, due toa strong (approximately quadrati) sensitivity of theseond subband energy to the layer width.142



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 123, âûï. 1, 2003 Reonstrution of the 2D hole gas spetrum : : :4. SCANNING THE DENSITY OF STATESBETWEEN AND WITHIN THE LANDAULEVELSThe nature of the QHE is known to be losely re-lated to the eletron loalization phenomenon in 2Ddisorder systems at quantizing magneti �elds. For theQHE to exist, narrow bands of extended states mustbe present lose to the enter of eah of the Landausubbands provided that all the other states are loal-ized [10, 11℄. When the magneti �eld values are in theplateau regions, the system is in the loalized regimeand the temperature dependene of the dissipative on-dutivity �xx (and the resistivity �xx � �xx=�2xy) is ofan exponential harater, �xx(T ) ! 0 as T ! 0 [7; 8℄.If the magneti �eld is in the plateau�plateau (PP)transition region, the Fermi level passes through thenarrow strip of extended states at the Landau levelenter and the system behaves as a metal with nonzeroondutivity as T ! 0 and a peak-like form of the�xx(B) dependene.This setion is organized as follows. The resultsfor the QHE plateau regions are presented in Se. 4.1,where the bakground density of loalized states is eval-uated from the analysis of ativated magnetoresistiv-ity. Two random impurity potential models are usedfor evaluation of the impurity potential �utuation pa-rameters, the random potential amplitude and the non-linear sreening length in the viinity of integer �llingfators (FFs). In Se. 4.2, the data for the QHE PPtransition regions are reported and the temperature de-pendene of the width of the extended state band is ex-trated and analyzed in terms of the theory of ritialphenomena. The e�et of the Coulomb interation onsmooth disorder potential sreening is disussed.4.1. The density of states in the mobility gapThe DOS in mobility gaps an be evaluated fromthe data on the ativation energy Ea as a funtion ofthe LL �lling fator � = n=nB (where n is the eletrondensity and nB = eB=h). The �lling fator an betuned by the hange of either the arrier density [6℄ orthe magneti �eld [7�9℄. We use the method of ati-vated magnetoresistivity for the reonstrution of the2D-hole gas DOS under quantizing magneti �elds inthe p-Ge/Ge1�xSix system. The DOS was alulatedtaking thermal ativation of both eletrons and holeson adjaent LLs into aount [6; 12℄.From the Ea(B) dependenes, the density of lo-
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Fig. 8. The bakground density of states for sample1124, as dedued from the ativation energy; E = 0orresponds to the middle of the energy interval bet-ween two LLsalized states in the mobility gap an be onstrutedas [8; 9℄g(EF ) = �dEa(n)dn ��1 = �e2�~ �dEa(B)dB ��1 : (4)In Fig. 8, we show the typial results for the mobilitygap DOS as a funtion of energy. Even in the middleof the gap, the density of loalized states was found tohave an unexpetedly high value, omparable to thatfor two �lled on�nement subbands without the mag-neti �eld, g0 = m=(�~2) � 1�1015 m�2 �meV�1. More-over, g(E) is pratially independent of E in the over-whelming part of the energy interval between adjaentLLs: g(E) = g = (1�1:5) � 1015 m�2 �meV�1 for � = 1and 2. This result is onsistent with those obtainedfor AlGaAs/GaAs [8; 9℄, InGaAs/InP [7℄ heterostru-tures and Si-MOSFET strutures [6℄ with the n-typeondutivity.Beause all the short-range impurity potential mod-els lead to an exponential drop in the DOS betweenLandau levels, a lear piture of the DOS in the QHEregime an be presented only in terms of the long-rangepotential �utuations in ombination with the osillat-ing dependene of the DOS on the �lling fator. Thisidea was advaned in the early work by Shklovskii andEfros [13℄ and was later developed in a series of worksby Efros et al. (see [14; 15℄ and referenes therein). In aseletively doped heterostruture, the smooth randompotential is formed by �utuations in the onentrationof remote impurities.For a random potential V (r), whih is smooth at thesale of the magneti length lB , the loalization in the143



Yu. G. Arapov, G. I. Harus, V. N. Neverov et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 123, âûï. 1, 2003QHE regime an be disussed in terms of semilassialquantization and perolation [16℄. In the semilassiallimit, the eletron energy in the quantizing magneti�eld an be written asEN (r0) = ~!�N + 12�+ V (r0); (5)where r0 is the osillator enter oordinate. A smoothpotential therefore removes the degeneray in r0 andmakes the LL energy dependent on spatial oordinates.An order of magnitude evaluation of the spa-tial sale and amplitude of the random potential inp-Ge/Ge1�xSix heterostrutures in the QHE regimean be obtained from the analysis of the mobility gapDOS. Two models for the random impurity potentialwere used.i) The model with randomly distributed hargedenters loated within a thik layer lose to the 2Deletron (hole) gas [13℄, for whih the relation betweenthe �utuation amplitude F and sale L isF (L) = � e2pNL� ; (6)where � is a numerial oe�ient (� � 0:1 [14℄), N isthe density of harged impurities (per volume), and �is the stati dieletri onstant.ii) The model of the system with a spaer: a on-denser with the 2D eletron (hole) gas as one plateand randomly distributed harged enters as the otherplate, separated by a distane ds [14; 15℄. In this ase,F (L) = e2p2�C� rln L2ds ; (7)where C is the average impurity density (per area).It an be seen from Eqs. (6) and (7) that with-out sreening, the amplitude F diverges at large L.When the �lling fator is lose to an integer (i), a verysmall onentration of eletrons Æn� nB an be redis-tributed in spae, and the so-alled nonlinear sreen-ing [13�15℄ ours (the �threshold� sreening [17℄). For� = i exatly, the sreening is realized only due to ele-trons and holes indued by an overlap of the adjaent�utuating Landau levels, and the random potentialamplitude is therefore of the order of the orrespond-ing LL gap.For the investigated heterostrutures, N �� 1023 m�3 (C = Nda � 1015 m�2) and the meandistane between impurities N�1=3 � 20 nm is ompa-rable to both the width of 2D Ge layer dw � 20 nm andthe width of the doped part of the sample da � 10 nm.Thus, the desribed models are not valid preisely,

but are suitable to obtain a range of random potentialparameter values.In the nonlinear sreening regime, the respetiveDOS in the middle of the mobility gap [13�15℄ of widthW � 2 meV for the two models are given byi)g�W2 � = 4�e2N�W 2 � 7:5 � 1010 m�2 �meV�1; (8)ii)g�W2 � = 2pC7Wds � 9:5 � 1010 m�2 �meV�1: (9)Without any �tting parameter, we therefore obtaina rather reasonable evaluation of the bakground DOS,and the two models yield values lose to eah other. Forthe random potential amplitude omparable to the mo-bility gap, F � W , we obtain the nonlinear sreeninglength (the sale of optimum �utuation) L � 100 nmfor model (i) (see Eq. (6)) and L � 40 nm for model(ii) (see Eq. (7)). We see that in both ases, the spa-tial sale of �utuations is essentially larger than themagneti length (lB � 8 nm at B = 10 T), and there-fore, the random potential an indeed be regarded as asmooth one.Therefore, order-of-magnitude evaluations ofthe random impurity potential parameters for thep-Ge/Ge1�xSix heterostrutures indiate that in theviinity of integer �lling fators � = 1 and � = 2 (i.e.,in the regions of QHE plateaux), a sharp broadeningof LL ours. It is believed that for the �lling fatorlose to a half-integer (the regions of the plateau�plateau transition), the potential �utuations mustbe small beause of the e�etive (linear) eletronsreening [13�15℄.4.2. The width of the extended state bandThe QHE regime an be regarded as a sequeneof quantum phase insulator�metal�insulator transitionswhen the DOS of the 2D system in quantizing magneti�elds is sanned by the Fermi energy. In aordanewith this onept, the transition regions between theadjaent QHE plateaux, as well as the widths of the ap-propriate �xx(B) peaks, must beome narrower as thetemperature approahes zero. In the theoretial frame-work of saling (see, e.g., [18℄ and referenes therein),the width of the transition regions tends to zero asÆBi!(i+1) / T �; (10)144



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 123, âûï. 1, 2003 Reonstrution of the 2D hole gas spetrum : : :where � = 1=z�, � = 7=3 is the ritial index of lo-alization length, and z = 1 is the dynamial ritialindex.The pioneer experimental study on low-mobilityInGaAs/InP heterostrutures by Wei et al. [19℄ hasstrongly supported the power-law behavior in Eq. (10).The evolution of the width of the �xx peaks and of theinverse maximal slope of the �xy steps, (d�xy=dB)�1max,as a funtion of the temperature, orresponds to(10) with a nearly universal value of the expo-nent � = 0:4 � 0:04 for several LLs. The sal-ing behavior with � = (0:42�0.46) was later re-ported for the QHE plateau�plateau transition inGaAs/AlGaAs heterostrutures [20℄ and in p-SiGequantum wells [21℄ and for the QHE-to-insulator tran-sition in GaAs/AlGaAs [20℄ and InGaAs/InP het-erostrutures [22℄.In other series of experimental works, the univer-sality of the exponent � was questioned (see referenesin review artile [16℄). For instane, the measured val-ues of � inreased from 0.28 to 0.81 with dereasingmobility in AlGaAs/GaAs heterostrutures [23℄ or thevalues of � between 0.2 and 0.65 were obtained for sixsubbands of Si-MOSFETs [24℄.In a reent work by Shahar et al. [25℄, a novel trans-port regime distint from the ritial saling behaviorwas reported to exist asymptotially lose to the tran-sition at very low temperatures. Studying the QHE-to-insulator transition in a variety of GaAs/AlGaAs andInGaAs/InP samples at temperatures down to 70 mK,they found an exponential dependene of �xx on the�lling fator on both sides of the ritial FF value �(�� = j� � �j),�xx = exp (���=�0(T )) ; (11)and emphasized that the e�etive transition width�0(T ) appears to vary as �T + � rather than to ex-hibit the T � saling behavior. This implies that evenat T = 0, the transition is of a �nite width unless a dif-ferent ondution mehanism takes over at even lowertemperatures. The authors noted that some of theirInGaAs/InP samples were from the same growth asthe sample in Ref. [19℄ and that they also revised theirown previous data for GaAs/AlGaAs samples [20℄.To estimate the width of the band of deloalizedstates in our Ge/Ge1�xSix samples, we have analyzedthe magnetoresistane data in the transition region be-tween the �rst and the seond QHE plateaux in twoways. First, we used the desription of �xy(B) de-pendenes in terms of the so-alled sattering parame-ter [26℄ s = exp (���=�0(T )) : (12)
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Fig. 9. Hall ondutivity for sample 1124b3 (a), plottedas a funtion of �lling fator � and sattering parame-ter s (b). The latter is derived from the �xy data shownin (a)For the 1 ! 2 plateau�plateau transition, the satter-ing parameter an be extrated as [21; 27℄�xy = 2� s2=(1 + s2): (13)The other way that we used was to �nd the maximumslope of (d�xy=dB)max in a transition region and todraw its inverse in reliable units against the tempera-ture as in Ref. [19℄.In Figs. 9a, b, we show the �xy(B) and s(�) de-pendenes for one of the investigated samples, 1124b3.Figures 10a, b depit the �0(T ) dependenes extratedin aordane with Eq. (12) in a log-log graph and ona linear sale. It an be seen from Fig. 10a that thedata annot be satisfatorily desribed by a power law�0 ! T � (it is not the straight line on the log-log plot).On the other hand, the data are muh more ompatiblewith the linear dependene�0(T ) = �T + � (14)10 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 1 145
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Fig. 11. The inverse maximum slope of (d�xy=dB)�1maxas a funtion of temperature for two samples 1123a6and 1124b3with � = 0:076, � = 0:027, and �=� = 2:8 K (Fig. 10b).Qualitatively, the frontal treatment of the databy the inverse maximum slope of �xy(B) yields thesame but slightly less aurate result in Eq. (14) with

�=� = 2:6 K for sample 1124b3 and �=� = 2:3 K forsample 1123a6 (Fig. 11).As pointed out in [25℄, the ratio �=� de�nes a tem-perature T � that is found to be harateristi of thematerial system. Thus, T � ourred to be lose to 0.5 Kfor InGaAs/InP samples and 50 mK for GaAs/AlGaAssamples [25℄. It an be seen that the harateristitemperature is about 2.5 K (2.3�2.8 K) for Ge/GeSisamples studied here.In the theoretial work by Pruisken et al. [28℄ andin the experimental work by van Shaijk et al. [22℄, itis emphasized that short-range random potential sat-tering is essentially important in studying saling phe-nomena beause the long-range potential �utuationsdramatially ompliate their observability. In theiropinion, the linear behavior (�0 = �T + �) is semilas-sial in nature and should be observed at �nite T andin samples with predominantly slowly varying potential�utuations.The simplest and most natural reason for the lin-ear �0(T ) dependene, namely, the thermal broaden-ing of a quantum ritial phase transition, is suggestedand on�rmed by alulations in the work by Coleridgeand Zawadzki [27℄. It is shown there that the thermalbroadening not only yields the linear inrease in �0(T )but also leads to a temperature-dependent inrease ofthe �xx peak height as the temperature is lowered. Thiswas observed in their experiment.There is nothing about the temperature dependeneof �xx (or �xx) peak value in the work by Shahar etal. [25℄. But we observe a linear �0(T ) dependenein Ge/GeSi samples within the temperature intervalwhere the peak values of �xx undoubtedly dereasewith lowering T (Fig. 12). Then we are not in theonditions of thermal broadening, in ontrast to theexperiment in [27℄.We believe that the answer to the main questionabout the �nite width of QHE transitions as T ! 0 anbe found in the works treating the e�et of Coulombinterations on the sreening of smooth disorder po-tentials [29�31℄. The theory involves sreening withinthe Thomas�Fermi approximation appropriate for asmooth disorder.The e�et of the eletron�eletron interation man-ifests in that the regions of the third kind our inthe sample in addition to the loal areas of �lled andempty LLs present in the noninterating system. Thenew �metalli� regions are those where the loal ele-tron density is between zero and that of the �lled LL.The perolation desription must then be revised be-ause the metalli region perolates through the sam-ple over a �nite range of magneti �eld near the ritial146
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Fig. 12. The 0� �peakxx value for sample 1124b3 at dif-ferent temperaturesvalue. We therefore expet the transition between Hallplateaux to have a �nite width in �lling fators even inthe low-temperature limit.It is notable that the value of �0(T ! 0) gives anempirial estimate of the fration of extended states inthe total number of states per magneti quantum levelnB = eB=h.We have �0(T ! 0) = 0:08 for the 0� LL in sample1124b3 (see Fig. 10b). It an be seen that a tiny partof states is extended, i.e., most of them are loalized,as it should be in the QHE regime.5. CONCLUDING REMARKSSanning the quantized valene band of the Ge lay-ers by the Fermi level in the quantum Hall regime yieldsopportunities to reonstrut the Landau level patternof the band, inluding the levels at the bottom of theseond on�nement subband, to feel the shift of theseond subband introdued by tiny hanges in the QWpro�le. Furthermore, this experimental approah al-lows going beyond the model of delta-shaped LLs andinvestigating the distribution of loalized and extendedstates throughout the entire LL piture in detail.

In seletively doped p-Ge/Ge1�xSix heterostru-tures investigated here, the main sattering mehanismfor quasi-2D holes in Ge quantum wells at low temper-atures is the sattering on remote ionized boron impu-rities loated at Ge1�xSix barriers. The �utuationsin the density of randomly distributed remote impu-rities at as a soure of the smooth disorder potentialausing loalization e�ets in the quantum Hall regime.Sreening of this disorder assumes a very di�erent har-ater depending on the value of the �lling fator. Whenthe Fermi level is near the enter of the Landau sub-band (half-integer �lling fators), eletrons are free toadjust their density and sreening of random potentialis good, but when it lies in the mobility gap betweenLLs (nearly integer �lling fators), they annot, andsreening is poor.We ould explain the unusually high values of thebakground DOS obtained from the analysis of ther-mally ativated magnetoresistane in the QHE plateauregions in the viinity of � = 1 and � = 2 only in theframework of disorder potential, smooth at the saleof the magneti length. In the models with nonlinearsreening of a long-range random impurity potential,we obtain a reasonable estimate both for the densityof loalized states and for the spatial sale of potential�utuation, whih atually ours to be rather largeompared with the magneti length.On the other hand, for half-integer �lling fators,the linear temperature dependene of the e�etiveQHE plateau�plateau transition width �0(T ) = �+�Tis observed in our Ge/Ge1�xSix samples in ontrastto the saling behavior inherent to systems with ashort-range disorder. This result is in aordane withthe data of reent experimental work [25℄ for othersemiondutor systems. It is tempting to onsider the�nite width of the QHE transition, even as T ! 0,as a onsequene of an e�etive sreening of smoothrandom potential due to the Coulomb repulsion ofeletrons [29�31℄.The work is supported by the Russian Foundationfor Basi Researh, projets 02-02-16401, 01-02-17685,02-02-06864, and 02-02-06168; INTAS YSF 01/1-156,and the 6-th onurs-expertise RAS (1999) � 68.REFERENCES1. F. Sha�er, Semiond. Si. Tehnol. 12, 1515 (1997).2. C. M. Engelhard, D. Toebben, M. Ashauer et al., Sol.St. Eletron. 37, 949 (1994).147 10*
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